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Abstract
This paper presents unique modeling algorithms of performance prediction for sparse matrix-
vector multiplication on GPUs. Based on the algorithms, we develop a framework that is able
to predict SpMV kernel performance and to analyze the reported prediction results. We make
the following contributions: (1) We provide theoretical basis for the generation of benchmark
matrices according to the hardware features of a given speciﬁc GPU. (2) Given a sparse matrix,
we propose a quantitative method to collect some features representing its matrix settings. (3)
We propose four performance modeling algorithms to accurately predict kernel performance for
SpMV computing using CSR, ELL, COO, and HYB SpMV kernels. We evaluate the accuracy
of our framework with 8 widely-used sparse matrices (totally 32 test cases) on NVIDIA Tesla
K80 GPU. In our experiments, the average performance diﬀerences between the predicted and
measured SpMV kernel execution times for CSR, ELL, COO, and HYB SpMV kernels are 5.1%,
5.3%, 1.7%, and 6.1%, respectively.
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1 Introduction
Sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) is an essential operation in solving linear systems
and partial diﬀerential equations. For many scientiﬁc and engineering applications, the matrices
are naturally large and sparse with various sparsity characteristics. It is a challenging issue
to accurately predict SpMV performance. This paper addresses this challenge by presenting
performance modeling algorithms to predict SpMV performance on GPUs.
A sparse matrix is a matrix in which most of the elements are zeros and a few other elements
are non-zeros. Bell and Garland [1] proposed and implemented some widely-used formats to
store non-zero elements in a sparse matrix, including CSR (Compressed Sparse Row), ELL
(ELLPACK), COO (Coordinate), and HYB (Hybrid). They also designed and implemented
CUDA-based SpMV computational kernels to perform SpMV operations with each sparse ma-
trix format. From our experiments, we observed that diﬀerent matrices may have their own
most appropriate storage formats to achieve the best performance. This observation motivates
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us to design a framework to provide performance prediction for SpMV computing using multi-
ple SpMV kernels. The prediction results reported by our framework can be used to eﬀectively
assist researchers in foreseeing SpMV performance before some speciﬁc programs are actually
to be run. In addition, our framework can further assist researchers in making choice of appro-
priate matrix storage formats and test matrices. Speciﬁcally, given a target sparse matrix and
a speciﬁc GPU architecture, the most appropriate matrix storage format among CSR, ELL,
COO, and HYB formats can be selected by comparing the predicted kernel performance of four
SpMV computational kernels which are proposed and implemented for these four sparse matrix
storage formats. In another aspect, given a speciﬁc GPU architecture, researchers can select an
appropriate small set of test matrices for experiments from a large collection of spare matrices
by evaluating the predicted performance of SpMV computing using speciﬁc kernels.
We solve the performance approximation problem by oﬄine benchmarking. This approach
has wide adaptability for sparse matrices with diﬀerent sparsity characteristics and it supports
any NVIDIA GPU platform. For each GPU platform supported, we only need to generate
benchmarks for that platform once. The approach to generate benchmark matrices is easy to
follow. In addition, our platform-based benchmarking approach has competive advantage in
accuracy of performance prediction compared with traditional analytical modeling approach
without using benchmarks.
Our performance modeling approach consists of 5 steps in 2 stages, i.e., benchmark genera-
tion, performance measurement, relationship establishment, matrix analysis, and performance
prediction. In the oﬄine stage, a series of unique benchmark matrices are generated and an
SpMV computation is performed by generating a random vector for each benchmark matrix.
Some features representing the matrix settings and performance measured for SpMV computa-
tions are collected for establishing some linear relationships for performance prediction. In the
online stage, the features of a given target sparse matrix are collected as inputs to instantiate
our parameterized relationships for performance estimation.
We make the following contributions: (1) We provide theoretical basis for the generation
of benchmark matrices according to the hardware features of a given speciﬁc GPU. (2) Given
a sparse matrix, we propose a quantitative method to collect some features representing its
matrix settings. (3) We propose four performance modeling algorithms to accurately predict
kernel performance for SpMV computing using CSR, ELL, COO, and HYB SpMV kernels.
2 Related Work
Bolz et al. [2] ﬁrst implemented SpMV computing on GPUs. There have been some existing
modeling approaches focusing on performance prediction for SpMV on GPUs. Dinkins [5]
proposed a model for predicting SpMV performance using memory bandwidth requirements and
data locality. Guo and Wang [6] presented a cross-architecture performance modeling tool to
accurately predict SpMV performance on multiple diﬀerent target GPUs based on the measured
performance on a given reference GPU. Li et al. [9] proposed a modeling approach for SpMV
performance estimation by analyzing the distribution characteristics of non-zero elements. The
modeling approaches focusing on performance optimization includes [3, 7, 8, 12]. Choi et al.
[3] designed a blocked ELLPACK (BELLPACK) format and proposed a performance model to
predict matrix-dependent tuning parameters. Guo et al. [7] designed a dynamic-programming
algorithm to optimize SpMV performance based on the prediction results reported by modeling
tool. Karakasis et al. [8] presented a performance model that can accurately select the most
suitable blocking sparse matrix storage format and its proper conﬁguration. Xu et al. [12]
proposed the optimized SpMV based on ELL format and a performance model.
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3 Sparse Matrix Formats
CSR, ELL, COO, and HYB (ELL/COO) are four widely-used sparse storage formats, each of
which has a corresponding SpMV computational kernel implemented by Bell and Garland [1].
Our research work utilizes their kernels.
• The CSR (Compressed Sparse Row) format is the most popular sparse matrix format. It
consists of three arrays: RowPtr, Col, and Data. The integer array RowPtr stores
row pointers to the oﬀset of each row. The integer array Col stores the column indices
of non-zero elements. The array Data stores the values of non-zero elements.
• The ELL(ELLPACK) format stores a sparse matrix in two arrays: Data and Col. The
array Data stores the values of non-zero elements. The integer array Col stores the
column indices of each non-zero element.
• The COO (Coordinate) format is the most simple and intuitive storage scheme to store
a sparse matrix. It is composed of three arrays: Row, Col, and Data. The Row array,
the Col array, and the Data array store the row indices, the column indices, and the
values of non-zero elements, respectively.
• The HYB (Hybrid ELL/COO) format stores the majority of non-zero elements in ELL
format and the remaining non-zero elements in COO format. All non-zero elements at
the columns on the left of the threshold value are stored in the ELL format and the rest
non-zero elements are stored in the COO format.
A sample sparse matrix M (5 by 4) and its CSR, ELL, COO, and HYB representations are
illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Original sparse matrix (left top); COO storage representation (left bottom); ELL stor-
age representation (right top), where “*” represents padding zero; CSR storage representation
(right bottom)
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4 SpMV Performance Prediction
Our performance modeling approach is composed of two stages. The oﬄine stage consists of 3
steps, i.e., benchmark generation, performance measurement, and relationship establishment.
The online stage is composed of 2 steps, i.e., matrix analysis and performance prediction. The
modeling workﬂow of our framework is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The modeling workﬂow of our framework
We solve the performance approximation problem by the following way: Given a target
sparse matrix M , we ﬁrst estimate SpMV performance for a sparse matrix B, then use that
performance to approximate the performance of matrix M , as shown in Figure 3. The matrix
B used to approximate the matrix M has the similar statistical features as that of the matrix
M . Speciﬁcally, in order to approximate performance of SpMV computing using CSR kernel
and ELL kernel, we collect the feature “the number of non-zero rows” from matrix M and
set it as that of the matrix B. Therefore, if at least one row with all-zero elements exists
in the matrix M , then RB < RM . Otherwise, RB = RM . In matrix M , each non-zero row
has diﬀerent number of non-zero elements. Instead, in matrix B, we use a speciﬁc value, i.e.,
the mathematical expectation value, for the performance approximation. Similarly, by the
expectation value, the total number of non-zero elements in matrix M is approximated and
used for performance estimation of SpMV computing using COO kernel.
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Figure 3: The model of performance approximation
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For estimating the performance of SpMV using CSR kernel, the performance of three sparse
matrices C, D, and Aaa are required for estimating the performance of the sparse matrix
B. For two matrices C and D, their performance will be estimated and approximated using
some relationships established by the performance of a series of generated benchmark matrices,
denoted by A. Among the benchmark matrices in the series of A, the sparse matrix Aaa is
the benchmark matrix with the minimum dimension generated and used in our models. For
matrices B, C, D, and Aaa, we let each matrix have a speciﬁc number of non-zero elements in
each row, denoted by X . In addition, we let RD = RB, RC = RAaa , XD = XAaa , XC = XB,
CB > XB, CC > XC , CD > XD, and CAaa > XAaa . By our modeling approach, the matrix C
is not required for the performance approximation of SpMV using ELL kernel, and neither the
matrix C nor D is required for the performance estimation of SpMV using COO kernel.
The generation of benchmark matrices in the series of A will be introduced in Section 4.1.
For each benchmark matrix, we generate a corresponding random vector to perform SpMV com-
putation. The measured SpMV performance will be used to establish some linear relationships
for performance prediction. The measurement of performance and the establishment of rela-
tionships will be introduced in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3, respectively. Given a target sparse
matrix M , we collect some features and use them to instantiate our parameterized relationships
for performance estimation. The collection of features and the estimation of performance will
be introduced in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5, respectively.
4.1 Benchmark Generation
Given a benchmark matrix in the series ofA, we let each row of the matrix have the same number
of non-zero elements by controlling the sparse density. The number of non-zero elements per
row, denoted by X , is derived according to the maximum non-zero elements that can be stored
in the GPU global memory in the speciﬁc sparse matrix format [1]. If we use GM to represent
the size (bytes) of GPU global memory and use R to represent the number of rows of each
benchmark matrix in the series of A, its range of value can be represented by: X ∈ [1,Max).
Here, the non-zero elements are in single-precision (ﬂoat). For double precision, just replacing
float with double.
Max =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
[GM − sizeof(int)× (R + 1)]/(sizeof(float) + sizeof(int))×R, for CSR
GM/[(sizeof(float) + sizeof(int))×R], for ELL
GM/[(sizeof(float) + 2× sizeof(int))×R], for COO
(1)
In order to approximate SpMV performance using CSR and ELL kernels, two groups of the
benchmark matrices are required to be generated in the series of A. Each group includes the
same matrix Aaa. The matrices Aab, Aac, ..., Aal are in group A1 and the matrices Aba, Aca, ...,
Aja are in group A2. These matrices are generated from the matrix Aaa by varying the values
of X and R. Speciﬁcally, each matrix in group A1 takes the same value of R but a diﬀerent
value of X and each matrix in group A2 takes the same value of X but a diﬀerent value of R.
By our modeling approach, the values of X are chosen in an exponential scale, ranging from 22
to 213. To approximate performance using COO kernel, only group A1 is required and X takes
the values 10, 20, 30, ..., 100 for each benchmark matrix in group A1, respectively.
The benchmark matrices in the series of A are used for performance approximation. In
order to establish linear relationships among the performance of these benchmark matrices,
some speciﬁc values are assigned to R. The size of R is determined by R = I × S, where
I = 1, 2, ..., 10 and S represents the maximum number of rows that can be handled by a GPU
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with a full load of thread blocks within one iteration [3]. For matrices in the series of A1, each
one takes the value I = 1. For benchmark matrices in the series of A2, each one takes the value
of I in order from 1 to 10. When I = 1, R = RAaa . The size of S is determined by the physical
limitations of a GPU and the speciﬁc SpMV kernels.
S =
{
NSM ×Warps/Multiprocessor, for CSR
NSM × Threads/Multiprocessor, for ELL & COO
(2)
where,
• NSM represents the number of streaming multiprocessors (SMXs).
• Warps/Multiprocessor represents the number of warps per SMX.
• Threads/Multiprocessor represents the number of threads per SMX.
4.2 Performance Measurement
For each benchmark matrix, we need to perform SpMV computing and measure its performance.
Given a benchmark matrix A′m×n, to perform matrix-vector product correctly, the dimension
of the random vector V generated for SpMV computing must be n by 1. To ensure that the
recorded performance is reliable and stable, we remove the eﬀect of long initialization delay by
measuring performance for multiple times and taking an average value. Speciﬁcally, ﬁrstly, we
measure the performance of SpMV computing for continuous α times and β times, respectively,
where β > α > 0 and the performance for the measurement of α times and β times are denoted
by Tα and Tβ, respectively. Finally, the recorded performance, represented by T , is measured
by T = (Tβ − Tα)/(β − α).
4.3 Relationship Establishment
Given a sparse matrix, its performance of SpMV computing using speciﬁc kernels can be es-
timated according to the following relationships. These relationships are established by the
statistical features collected from the generated benchmark matrices in the series of A and the
measured performance of SpMV computing with these benchmark matrices. Speciﬁcally, to
predict performance of SpMV computing using CSR kernel and ELL kernel, for each bench-
mark matrix in group A1, we collect its feature “the number of non-zero elements per row
(X)” and establish the Relationship-1, while for each matrix in group A2, we collect its feature
“the number of rows (R)” and establish the Relationship-2. To predict performance of SpMV
computing using COO kernel, for each benchmark matrix in group A1, we collect its feature
“the number of non-zero elements (NNZ)” and establish the Relationship-3. Since the HYB
is the combination of ELL and COO, to predict performance of SpMV computing using HYB
kernel, we will reuse the relationships established for ELL and COO.
• Relationship-1 (T = L1(X)): A linear relationship (L1) between the number of non-zero
elements per row (X) and the performance of SpMV computing (T ).
• Relationship-2 (T = L2(R)): A linear relationship (L2) between the number of rows (R)
and the performance of SpMV computing (T ).
• Relationship-3 (T = L3(NNZ)): A linear relationship (L3) between the number of non-
zero elements (NNZ) and the performance of SpMV computing (T ).
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4.4 Matrix Analysis
Given a sparse matrix A with M rows and N columns, we let Gi store the number of rows,
each of which has i non-zero elements, where Gi ≥ 0, i = 0, 1, 2, ..., N . Gi is a member of a set
G, where G = {G0, G1, ..., GN}. Suppose the matrix A is as shown in Figure 4, then we have
G2 = G5 = 2, G3 = 4, G4 = G7 = 1, and G0 = G1 = G6 = G8 = G9 = G10 = 0.
'Ϯ сϮ
'ϰ сϭ
'ϯ сϰ
'ϱ сϮ
'ϳ сϭ
Figure 4: The sparse matrix A (10× 10), where each black entry represents a non-zero element
A random variable X ′ ∈ [0, 1, 2, ..., N ] is deﬁned to represent the number of non-zero ele-
ments in one row of matrix A. If a row has i non-zero elements, the variable X ′ takes the value
i, where i = 0, 1, 2, ..., N . The probability of such an event {X ′ = i} happening is represented
by Pi, where Pi ≥ 0, i = 0, 1, 2, ..., N .
The relationship between Gi and Pi is expressed by the equation Gi = M × Pi. The set G
and the probability P are mathematically characterized by the following equations (3) and (4).
M = G0 +G1 + ...+GN =
N∑
i=0
Gi (3)
N∑
i=0
Pi = P0 + P1 + ...+ PN = 1 (4)
The mathematical expectation of X ′, denoted by E(X ′), is expressed by
E(X ′) =
N∑
i=0
(i× Pi) =
1
M
×
N∑
i=0
(i×Gi) (5)
The total number of non-zero elements, represented by NNZ , is expressed by
NNZ = E(X
′)×M =
N∑
i=0
(i×Gi) (6)
The number of rows, in each of which the number of non-zero elements X ′ is greater than
a given number K, represented by M(X ′ > K), is expressed by
M(X ′ > K) = GK+1 +GK+2 + ...+GN =
N∑
i=K+1
Gi (7)
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For all the rows with X ′ > K, the accumulated sum of the number of non-zero elements in
one row X ′ exceeds K, represented by NNZ(X
′ −K), is expressed by
NNZ(X
′ −K) = NNZ −K ×M(X
′ > K) =
N∑
i=0
(i×Gi)−K ×
N∑
i=K+1
Gi (8)
4.5 Performance Prediction
4.5.1 Prediction for CSR
Given a sparse matrix M , as shown in Figure 3, we estimate its SpMV performance using CSR
kernel by following the steps as follows:
• Estimate the execution time T1 by T1 = L1(E0) from Relationship-1, where
 E0: The calculated expectation value of X
′ in matrix M by the equation (5)
 T1: The estimated execution time of SpMV computing with matrix C
• Estimate the execution time T2 by T2 = L2(R0) from Relationship-2, where
 R0: The number of non-zero rows in matrix M
 T2: The estimated execution time of SpMV computing with matrix D
• Estimate the execution time T0 by T0 = (T1/T3)× T2, where
 T0: The estimated execution time of SpMV computing with matrix B
 T3: The measured execution time of SpMV computing with benchmark matrix Aaa
• Approximate the execution time T by T = T0, where T represents the estimated execution
time of SpMV computing with our target sparse matrix M .
4.5.2 Prediction for ELL
Given a sparse matrix M , as shown in Figure 3, we estimate its SpMV performance using ELL
kernel by following the steps as follows:
• Estimate the execution time T1 by T1 = L2(R0) from Relationship-2, where
 R0: The number of non-zero rows in matrix M
 T1: The estimated execution time of SpMV computing with matrix D
• Obtain the linear equation L′1 : Y = L
′(a)X + L′(b), where
 L′(a): The coeﬃcient of the linear equation L′1, which is equal to R0/RAaa times of
the coeﬃcient of the linear equation L1 in Relationship-1
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 L′(b): The intercept of the linear equation L′1, which is equal to T1 − L
′(a)×XAaa
 L′1: The new equation of Relationship-1, which is established for matrices in group
A1 but changing the number of rows from RAaa to R0
• Estimate the execution time T0 by T0 = L
′(a) × E0 + L
′(b), where E0 represents the
calculated expectation value of X ′ in matrix M by the equation (5).
• Approximate the execution time T by T = T0, where T represents the estimated execution
time of SpMV computing with our target sparse matrix M .
4.5.3 Prediction for COO
Given a sparse matrix M , as shown in Figure 3, we estimate its SpMV performance using COO
kernel by following the steps as follows:
• Estimate the total number of non-zero elements (NNZ) in matrix M by the equation (6).
• Estimate the execution time T0 using Relationship-3 by T0 = L3(NNZ), where T0 repre-
sents the estimated execution time of SpMV computing with matrix B.
• Approximate the execution time T by T = T0, where T represents the estimated execution
time of SpMV computing with our target sparse matrix M .
4.5.4 Prediction for HYB
Given a sparse matrix M , we estimate its SpMV performance using HYB kernel by following
the steps as follows:
• Divide the matrix M into two submatrices by HYB threshold K [1]: ELL and COO.
• Estimate the execution time of T1 by T1 = L
′(a)×K+L′(b) using the method mentioned
in the section 4.5.2, where T1 represents the estimated execution time of SpMV computing
with ELL submatrix.
• Estimate the execution time T2 by T2 = L3(N
′
NZ) from Relationship-3, where
 N ′NZ: The number of non-zero elements of the COO submatrix, which is computed
by the equation (8).
 T2: The estimated execution time of SpMV computing with COO submatrix
• Approximate the execution time T0 by T0 = T1 + T2, where T0 represents the estimated
execution time of SpMV computing with matrix B.
• Approximate the execution time T by T = T0, where T represents the estimated execution
time of SpMV computing with our target sparse matrix M .
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5 Experimental Evaluation
5.1 Experimental Settings
Our experiments are conducted at comet cluster supported byXSEDE [10]. Comet is equipped
with 1944 standard compute nodes. Each Comet standard node will have two Intel Xeon E5-
2680v3 processors, 128 GB of DDR4 memory, and two 160-GB ﬂash drives. Thirty-six of the
standard nodes will each be augmented with four NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPUs, whose compute
capability is 3.7. As for software, our experiments uses CUDA 7.0. To evaluate the accuracy
of our performance modeling, we compare performance reported by our performance models
with performance measured from NVIDIA’s implementation. In our experiments, all the kernel
execution times measured from NVIDIA’s implementation are averaged after running 300 times.
The sparse matrices used in our experiments are chosen from [4, 11], whose features are shown
in Table 1. These matrices are from a wide variety of real applications.
Table 1: Sparse matrices used in our experimental evaluation.
Matrix Dimensions NZs Matrix Dimensions NZs
Dense 2K*2K 4.0M FEM/Harbor 47K*47K 2.37M
Protein 36K*36K 4.3M QCD 49K*49K 1.90M
FEM/Spheres 83K*83K 6.0M FEM/Ship 141K*141K 3.98M
FEM/Cantilever 62K*62K 4.0M Epidemiology 526K*526K 2.1M
5.2 Results and Analysis
We evaluate the accuracy of the prediction results reported by our framework. The experiments
are conducted on 8 matrices for SpMV computing using CSR, ELL, COO, and HYB kernels.
Hence, there are 32 test cases in total. The measured SpMV kernel execution times on the
NVIDIA Tesla K80, represented by blue bars, and the predicted execution times reported by
our framework, represented by green bars, are shown in Figure 5. Speciﬁcally, the performance
comparisons between the measured and predicted execution times for SpMV computing using
CSR, ELL, COO, and HYB kernels are shown in Figures 5(a), 5(b) 5(c), and 5(d), respectively.
The average performance diﬀerences between the predicted and measured execution times for
CSR, ELL, COO, and HYB SpMV kernels are 5.1%, 5.3%, 1.7%, and 6.1%, respectively.
The prediction results reported by our framework can be used to eﬀectively assist researchers
in foreseeing SpMV performance before some speciﬁc programs are actually to be run. In
addition, our framework can further assist researchers in making choice of appropriate matrix
storage formats and test matrices. Speciﬁcally, given a target sparse matrix and a speciﬁc
GPU architecture, e.g., NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU, the most appropriate matrix storage format
among CSR, ELL, COO, and HYB formats can be selected by comparing the predicted kernel
performance. In another aspect, given a speciﬁc GPU architecture, researchers can select an
appropriate small set of test matrices for experiments from a large collection of spare matrices
by evaluating the predicted performance of SpMV computing using speciﬁc kernels.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we develop a framework that is able to predict SpMV kernel performance and to
analyze the reported prediction results. We solve the performance approximation problem by
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(c) Evaluation on COO kernel
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(d) Evaluation on HYB kernel
Figure 5: Accuracy evaluation on NVIDIA Tesla K80
oﬄine benchmarking. This approach has wide adaptability for sparse matrices with diﬀerent
sparsity characteristics and it supports any NVIDIA GPU platform. We make the following
contributions: (1) We provide theoretical basis for the generation of benchmark matrices ac-
cording to the hardware features of a given speciﬁc GPU. (2) Given a sparse matrix, we propose
a quantitative method to collect some features representing its matrix settings. (3) We propose
four performance modeling algorithms to accurately predict kernel performance for SpMV com-
puting using CSR, ELL, COO, and HYB SpMV kernels. The prediction results can be used to
eﬀectively assist researchers in foreseeing SpMV performance before some speciﬁc programs are
actually to be run. In addition, our framework can further assist researchers in making choice
of appropriate matrix storage formats and test matrices. We can envision this approach being
deployed as a part of the high performance computing (HPC) service from cloud computing
providers such as the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2).
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